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EXT. MOBILE ALABAMA

SLOW AERIAL PUSH IN on Mobile

INT. WOOD CABIN IN THE WOODS

C.U. of flannel, earthy wears, wood panels & cast iron 
fireplace.

SLOW. A well-aged southern gentleman, RON, 60’s, gently 
glides the log door behind, gets into an outlaw rebel car, 
firing it up and skidding down dirt road.

RON
(V.O.)

Don’t get much more south than 
Alabama. Having grown up here, some 
might call me a redneck.

EXT. MOONSHINE DISTILLERY

Flashes of Ron air boating, shooting guns, munching on 
crawdads & snakes @ a moonshine distillery & doing various 
Alabama rednecky activities.

EXT. MOBILE ALABAMA

Back tire of outlaw rebel car skids from dirt road and grips 
onto asphalt highway. 

RON
(V.O.)

I am though, a learned man of 
science.

EXT. HOSPITAL

Ron steps out of Tesla in a hospital parking lot.

INT. HOSPITAL

Flashes of Ron treating patients.

RON
(V.O.)

On the Alabama Board of Medical 
Examiners & such.

Flashes of Ron conducting various doctoring practices.
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RON (CONT'D)
(V.O.)

Typical of viewing the south 
through a stereotypical lens, so 
much is never seen nor expected.

INT. GNOR CHOR ACADEMY

Flashes of Ron & group punching & kicking the shit out of 
each other, Kung Fu-ing earnestly.

RON
Some of us have a few 
accomplishments.

Flashes of Norris, Wallace, Lewis, etc kicking ass.

RON (CONT'D)
Flash in the pants, cute. But as a 
aging man of science, emphasis on 
the age, my interest has always 
lied with the often mysticized 
techniques.

Flashes of Kung Fu movies.

RON (CONT'D)
No, I’m not talking about the 
flying through trees, walking on 
water, one person chopping and 
shooting his way through an entire 
army squadron.

Flashes of ridiculousness of Hollywood movies.

RON (CONT'D)
I’ve always wondered what people in 
the past, before the invention of 
firearms, did to protect 
themselves, loved ones and 
property.

Flashes of Kung Fu movie Dim Mak.

RON (CONT'D)
Scientifically.

Footage of sports stars dying from simple strike.

RON (CONT'D)
What’s slower, less force but more 
effective than a bullet?
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